
Presse release Barracuda Racing Wheels Europe: 
Spectacular Nissan 350Z tuning car on Barracuda Karizzma rims

Nowadays, car tuning is often relatively cautious compared to previous years: 
Petrolheads often limit themselves to installing new wheels, lowering their cars by 
adjusting the chassis and a fresh outfit for the body using foiling. But there is still a 
very different way of doing things, as this breathtaking, elaborately refined Nissan 
350Z impressively proves. Among other things, it was equipped with a set of high-
quality rims from Barracuda Racing Wheels.

The Barracuda Karizzma rims in the dimensions 9x20 and 10.5x20 inches are 
installed on the axles in conjunction with 20-millimeter distance plates. The Y-spoke 
rims with their matt black “Puresports” finish are covered with tires measuring 
245/30ZR20 and 275/30ZR20.

Together with other partners, the owner of the coupé, who is represented on 
Instagram under the name “Mirkopower”, made numerous other modifications to the 
car: the lowering by about 30 millimeters is thanks to Vogtland springs, the robust 
engine sound is made by an Invidia Gemini exhaust system. The absolute highlight, 
however, is the multicolored design of the body in black and white, realized by 
Philipsmonster e.V., with red flakes from Starpaint.eu as well as various sponsor 
lettering and red accents in the blood splatter look. This is actually painted and not 
foiled! The car also has a CSR automotive body kit and red underbody lighting. "Die 
mobilen Autopfleger", CTD Germany and PlotterOckel act as additional partners. The 
attached pictures were made by cinoartworks and thomas_hayen_photography.

Breathtaking videos from Barracuda are available on the YouTube channel 
"Barracuda Racing Wheels" or interactively on the Instagram profile 
"barracuda.wheels". The light alloy wheels from the extensive Barracuda rim range 
are available in car dealerships or from well-stocked tire and specialist retailers.  
Alternatively, like all other facts, as well as price and delivery information, they are 
available directly from:

JMS Fahrzeugteile GmbH
Hauptstr. 26
D-72141 Walddorfhäslach
Phone: +49 (0) 71 27 / 96084-0
Fax: +49 (0) 71 27 / 96084-20
Email: info@jms-fahrzeugteile.de
www.barracuda-europe.de 

Instagram: barracuda.wheels
Youtube: Barracuda Racing Wheels
Facebook: Barracuda Racing Wheels Europe
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